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Summary
In safety assessment the study concentrates on two steps of the FSA process: Step 2
“Assessment of risks” and Step 4 “Cost benefit assessment of the risk control options”.
In step 2 the topic is: Review of collision and grounding risk analysis methods which
can utilize the historical AIS data and traffic patterns in seawaters. In Step 4 the topic is:
Evaluation of methods to estimate the consequence costs of an oil spill. In security
assessment the study concentrates on definition of ship risk indexes as a method of
dynamic risk management.
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1. Objectives
In maritime the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) process is the main ‘tool’ for risk
assessment. It is recommended by the IMO and its main objective is to guide rule
makers to make cost effective decisions in order to improve the maritime safety [1]. If
correctly applied, FSA applications are transparent, traceable and repeatable. FSA acts
in a pro active way: it should put emphasis not only on risks which have lead to
accidents, but also on risks which may have severe consequences.

Several FSAs has been performed for different sea areas and the methods used in the
analyses differ. The objective of this study is to highlight some of the best practices how
to perform FSAs in order to find risk control options to avoid collisions and groundings.
Examples of performed FSAs can be found in references [3]…[7].

Analysis methods of the maritime security are not as well-known as the methods for
analysing the maritime safety. Determination of ship risk index is tool for dynamic risk
management. In the study, the ship risk index will be defined [2].

2. Target stakeholders
− Maritime administrations
− Ship owners
− Port authorities
− Policy makers
− Coast Guards

3. Glossary terms
Maritime safety: Maritime safety is concerned with the protection of life and property
through regulation, management and technology development of all forms of
waterborne transportation.

Security: Security is the condition of being protected against danger or loss. In the
general sense, security is a concept similar to safety. The nuance between the two is an
added emphasis on being protected from dangers that originate from outside.

4. Specific issues and topics to be addressed
4.1

Safety assessment

FSA consists of the following five steps:
1. Identification of hazards
2. Assessment of risks
3. Generation of risk control options
4. Cost benefit assessment of the risk control options
5. Decision making recommendations concerning the options available

In safety assessment the study concentrates on two steps of the FSA process: Step 2
“Assessment of risks” and Step 4 “Cost benefit assessment of the risk control options”.
In step 2 the topic is: “Review of collision and grounding risk analysis methods which
can utilize the historical AIS data and traffic patterns in seawaters”. In Step 4 the topic
is: “Evaluation of methods to estimate the consequence costs of an oil spill”.
4.1.1 Review of collision and grounding risk analysis methods which can
utilize the historical AIS data and traffic patterns in seawaters
Seven collision and grounding risk analysis methods applicable in FSA process are
reviewed. Some of the methods are designed to utilize the AIS-data, all of them benefit
from it. The reliability of AIS data is also discussed.
Five of the methods can be applied to all sea areas. One method is designed to be
applied in congested and high volume traffic areas and one method is focussed on the
close-quarters interaction of vessels in port approaches, harbours, and constrained
waterways.
Some of the methods give only estimate for the collision and grounding probabilities
whereas some methods estimate also the consequences of the accidents.
According a study reviewed, 8% of examined 400056 AIS messages contained
erroneous data. The errors were in MMSI number, IMO number, position, course over
ground, speed over ground.
4.1.2 Evaluation of methods to estimate the consequence costs of an oil
spill
The study includes description of the oil spill consequence cost evaluation process. The
process includes the following estimations:
− oil spill probability in accident
− size of oil spill
− effectiveness of oil combating operations at sea

−
−
−
−

oil spreading and width of the contaminated coast area
costs of oil combating operations at sea and shore cleanup costs
costs of environmental damage
costs of damage caused to sea-dependent means of livelihood.

There is mutual understanding that the following technical factors have an essential
influence on the cost of oil spills:
− Type of oil,
− Physical, biological and economical characteristics of the spill location,
− Weather and sea conditions,
− Amount spilled and rate of spillage, and
− Time of the year, and effectiveness of clean-up.
The unit costs (costs per ton of spilled oil) depend on the size of the spill; the bigger the
oil spill is the lower the unit costs are.

4.2

Security assessment

In security assessment the study concentrates on definition of ship risk indexes as a
method of dynamic risk management.
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